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Facing the sea,  
so that the tears 
become bursts of 
laughter

radhouane el meddeb creates facing the sea, so that the tears 
become bursts of laughter with tunisian artists from different artistic 
backgrounds (dance, theater and music ...) operating in a country that 
has made its revolution and which continues to struggle to go through 
change...

tunisia is changing, new forms have emerged to artists, multiple 
wishes and great euphoria arise. radhouane will confront this new 
reality, a new country, to free artists now politically engaged and 
involved in this construction. this creation, a premiere, weaves a link 
between the personal history of radhouane and that of these artists 
currrently living in tunisia.
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création 
july 2017

conception, dramaturgy and choreography : radhouane el Meddeb 
artistic collaborator : Moustapha Ziane 
 
Dancers : sondos Belhassem, houcem Bouakroucha, hichem chebli 
Youssef chouibi, Feteh Khiari,  Majd Mastoura, Malek sebai, Malek Zouaidi 
singer : Mohamed  ali chebil 
musician and composer ; Jihed Khmiri 

scenography : annie tolleter 
light design : Xavier Lazarini 
costumes : Kenza Ben ghachem 
technical manager : Bruno Moinard 
administrator : Bruno Viguier  
Production and tour manager : gerco de Vroeg

Production : La compagnie de soi 
coproduction : Festival d’avignon, tanDeM - scène nationale / arras-Douai, 
scène nationale d’albi, cité Musicale - Metz - arsenal, La Briqueterie - centre de 
Développement chorégraphique du Val-de-Marne, théâtre Jean Vilar - Vitry-sur-
seine  
accueil studio : Ballet du nord / centre chorégraphique national de roubaix nord-
Pas de calais  
avec le soutien de l’institut Français de tunis, du groupe caisse des Dépôts
et du théâtre export - institut Français à Paris 

la compagnie de soI is subsidized by of Drac Île-de-france / ministry of culture and 
communication. 

contacts
 
Bruno Viguier - administrator 
administration@lacompagniedesoi.com / +33 (0)6 31 50 07 20

gerco de Vroeg - Production, tour manager 
international@lacompagniedesoi.com / +33 (0)6 75 06 15 75

www.lacompagniedesoi.com

Please note that this file is confidential. all these informations could not be published without the consent 

of the compagnie de soI
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I left my country, tunisia, in 1996, to move to france, and live my passion, drama, thus escape 
all forms of authority, and release me. the years pass, with this pain of leaving that persists 
even though very quickly, I’ve realized that my place was quite here, in france, this great 
beautiful country, captivating and complex.

I lost myself in my work, attempted to always learn again and again, to challenge myself and
to enjoy every moment here, alone, away from other. freedom became then a reason to be my 
fighting here. While this stress persists in my stomach, this thing that hurts and grows.

In 2008, 10 years after my arrival in france, I get my naturalization. I no longer have limits, 
I take risks, everything is possible, no boundaries. so very naturally and because the desire 
is visceral, I decide to challenge  my body... I dance. my body finally released, I assume and 
transcends underway my overwhelming desire to be.

an angel passes... and takes with him my dear father, without warning...
and I, as I am always away, I go bury him.
the pain of leaving is not the same...
I am devastated, this is a huge change that upsets everything in my life....
and the revolution came... I feel like I missed it....
I shook by all means, I cried a lot.
I was afraid for my country, my family and all my friends.
but I was not there.

Gone are the ones I love, 
who helped me to grow,
those of my country !

stateMent 
oF intent

Conception, dramaturgy et choreography
raDhouane eL MeDDeB
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stateMent 
oF intent

another part of me is leaving me, this country, who is also mine, no longer belongs to me. many 
changes, upheavals, transformations and turnarounds ; I’ve expected, hoped, dreamt but I fear 
them, too! today I want to stop watching tunisia this far, I want to find a language to approach it, 
by my own codes, and with the one I became.

today I decided to «come back» with my new language, my new human being in this country 
that changes whom I know that bad. as a reconciliation, this journey is smooth, but it is also 
a way to exceed and push the limits once again, as we pass the borders, as we play with 
identities. It’s also a consolation, this troubling disturbing gesture to take in arms, to let you stir 
by others that console.

as well as few winters ago, when I arrived in the nave of the centQuatre – Paris theatre hall (it 
was about the performance heroes prelude), I will watch, explore, feel, hear what it is said and 
work this new material «my tunisia». While in the Paris area, I saw these young men striving to 
reproduce dances, exceeding themselves, I’ll look at other bodies and other voices.

after dancing  the streets of tunis and the revolution, after exploring the free body of the arabs, 
today I want to dig out my home and dig out deep inside, find dancers and performers and offer 
them to tell, put them in voice, free myself with them, offer them to go with me looking for a 
new experience.

I’ll put myself facing the sea, where tears become bursts of laughter, I’ll go into the depths of 
the country, where I’ve never ventured. I want to go to meet, melt me, know and meet people 
who have made history, those who move to the rhythm of tunisia today, which I feel at once so 
far and so close. this makes me think of Wim Wenders filming berlin after reunification, a city 
he has left for a long time, and directed Wings of Desire. I will explore deeply my country, going 
where I’ve never been before. 

I return to my Tunisia to start 
a new story, made of what I 
will find out and what I do not 
know yet.
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stateMent 
oF intent

us, artists, can we enlighten, with our insight, our art, the dark paths of the future?
I want to meet that country as a soldier of beauty, of art, as a guardian of the beauty of the real 
world, like magicians of love. crossing the lines of the body, thought and emotion...

as a starting point for this research, I imagine violent monologues, moments of common 
understanding of the current turmoil times. an electric dramaturgy to tell who we are and what 
our life looks like, in a new form, with the language, with the languages, the one of my childhood, 
the language I like, the language I have choosen. bodies in movement are those which speak with 
an approach, a fragment, a way that embrace my two countries.
 

radhouane el Meddeb

I will try to grap again  
my surroundings and find a way to act, 
to take my place.  
Although I’m French,  
I’m still Tunisian.
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trained at the higher Institute of Dramatic art of tunis, he is recognized as “the young 
hopeful of the tunisian theatre” in 1996 by the tunisian section of the International 
theatre Institute. he is, then, recruited as an actor within the training and research 
workshop of the National theatre of toulouse under the direction of Jacques rosner. 
In tunisia, he works with fadhel Jaibi, taoufik Jebali and mohamed Driss, highly 
influential artists in the arab world. In france, he works with the directors Jacques 
rosner, lotfi achour and catherine boskowitz, and he collaborates artistically with 
contemporary authors such as Natacha de Pontcharra, adel hakim and camille 
de toledo. as a movie actor, he appeared in two films by férid boughdir, un eté 
à la goulette / a summer at la goulette and halfaouine, l’enfant des terrasses / 
halfaouine, the child of terrace roofs.

throughout those years devoted to the theatre, he worked in the same time with 
tunisian choreographers, as an interpreter and an artistic collaborator. being quite 
fond of dancing, he is equally nurtured by classes directed by lisa Nelson and Jean 
laurent sasportès in europe.

because he felt the need for an artistic experience other than the theatre, he signed 
for his first creation in 2005, a solo dance entitled Pour en finir avec moI / to finish with 
mY self, as an intimate introspection and a vital experience. a real revelation that will 
make him go into dancing and become a choreographer-interpreter. once performed 
at the rencontres chorégraphiques de carthage / the choreography festival of 
carthage, this show has identified by professionals, a turning point in his career. then, 
he signed several creations in france, beginning in the following year, with his solo 
dance huwa, ce lui / huwa, that one for montpellier Danse 2006.

In 2007, he joined the casting of 1000 Départs de muscles / 1000 starting muscles, a 
creation of héla fattoumi and eric lamoureux.

In 2008, he presented his creation Quelqu’un va danser... / someone’s going to dance...  
at the International choreography festival of seine-saint-Denis. In the same year, he 
created Je danse et je vous en donne à bouffer / I dance and give you food at the centre 
National de la Danse in Pantin (cND / the National Dance center).

Conception, dramaturgy et choreography
raDhouane eL MeDDeB

artistic
teaM
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In 2008 and 2009, radhouane el meddeb participated to corps produit, corps  
productif / Produced body, producing body, held by the International choreography 
festival of seine-saint-Denis and to mon corps, mon lieu / my body, my place, 
supported by the fondation culture et Diversité. these workshops attempt to raise 
awareness of contemporary dancing and to transmit choreographic composition to 
a large audience, bringing together young people coming from Zones d’ education 
Prioritaire (areas of Priority education), women members of neighborhood 
associations and also elderly people.

In 2010, he created his first group show, at the cND, ce que nous sommes / What we 
are, with five dancers, which has been on tour in france for two years. In December 
2010, he collaborated with stéphane gombert in chant d’amour / love song, a creation 
about a novel and a film by Jean genet, which they performed at the collectif 12, 
mantes la Jolie. the creation process begun as early as 2009, at the babel theatre in 
beirut, with the support of the french cultural center.

starting from January 2011, radhouane el meddeb became an associate artist at the 
ceNtQuatre-ParIs. a l’etroit / In a narrow situation is created there in march 2011, a 
creation initiated by the festival concordan(s)e and in collaboration with Philip adam.
In the same year, he directed the performance tunis, January 14 2001 at the beirut art 
center in lebanon on the occasion of the meeting Point 6.

In July 2012, at the montpellier Danse festival, he created and danced the solo dance 
sous leurs pieds, le paradis / under their feets, the heaven, whose choreographic 
composition is shared with thomas lebrun. In 2012, he is invited by matias Pilet and 
alexandre fournier to choreograph the nouveau cirque duo Nos limites / our limits, 
created in 2013 at the ceNtQuatre-ParIs. In parallel with his creations, radhouane 
el meddeb is designated as a reporter for scenography, direction and choreography for 
the jury in charge of the selection of pensioners of the french academy in rome for the 
years 2012 and 2013.

In 2014, he created a new group show au temps où les arabes dansaient... / In the days 
when the arabs were dancing... a performance for 4 dancers, within the International 
festival cDc toulouse and région midi-Pyrénées and at the ceNtQuatre- ParIs.

In 2015, with the support of the National monuments centre and in the frame of the 
first edition of the event monuments en mouvements / monuments in movements, 
radhouane el meddeb presented the premiere of heroes, prelude, performance for 
10 urban dancers, at Pantheon in Paris, which hosted contemporary dance for the 
first time. In June 2015, he’s invited by the college of Dance biennale in Venice, he 
choreographed Nous sommes tous étrangers / We are all foreigners at campo san 
trovaso, with Italian interpreters.

In 2016, radhouane el meddeb continues the work with interpreters of heroes 
prelude. the premiere of this new creation called heroes is presented at the festival 
of marseille - Dance and arts multiples 2016. he also creates the solo a mon père, une 
dernière danse et un premier baiser / to my father, one last dance and a first kiss that 
is presented at montpellier Danse 2016.

artistic
teaM
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Artistic Collaborator

moustapha Ziane multiplies artistic experiences between creation, adaptation, 
reconstruction, transmission and collaboration with other authors, always eager 
to open new artistic perspectives and engage innovative adventures in the field of 
choreography.

together with mohamed ahamada (functional analysis of body in the dance 
movement) and christine roquet (work study through analysis movement, university 
Paris 8), and in partnership with the cND Pantin and ccN of caen, he developed a 
pedagogy of the warming up and the construction of the body in the dance movement, 
around the idea of   vigilant body.

after studying five years of classical dance at the conservatory in grenoble where he 
has obtained a gold medal, he joined the formation of National contemporary Dance 
center of angers, directed by Joel bouvier regis obadia and choreographers
from 1996 to 1998. at the end of this training, he met the choreographers hela 
fattoumi and eric lamoureux, currently directors of belfort ccN, with whom
he collaborated on many projects (creations, performances). he also works
with other choreographers in france and abroad, such as bouvier / obadia 
(compagnie sketch), carolyn carlson, claudio bernardo, silenda ...

In 2013, he met the choreographer radhouane el meddeb with whom he collaborated
to the creation of many artistic projects.

MoustaPha Ziane

artistic
teaM

Scénography

set designer, artist, teacher, annie tolleter builds performance spaces for dance and 
theater, since 1985. she designed most of the performances of mathilde monnier, 
choreographer and director of the National choreographic center of montpellier. 
since 1997 , annie tolleter leads a contemporary research workshop dealing with 
the stage space, at the school of fine arts in montpellier and she is involved in the 
National school of architecture of montpellier. 
also, she is a founding member of the collective of artists called Dehorsérie centered 
on experimenting with active image in the public space 

annie toLLeter
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Light Design
XaVier LaZarini

Xavier has been trained as lighting designer by different classes (Ists fPtsc, ecole 
Nationale louis lumière), and has been  the wizard of marie-christine soma, rémi 
Nicolas and Dominique bruguière. between 1991 and 1995, he managed the light 
department of the grande halle de la Villette.

then he assumed the function of light manager and general manager for the 
compagnie of Josef Nadj (National choreographic center of orleans) from 1998 
to 2004. he works in different artistic fields: theatre, circus, opera, and more 
preferentially in the field of contemporary dance, alongside hela fattoumi and eric 
lamoureux for ten years, and more recently with franck II louise, radhouane el 
meddeb, Xavier lot, aïcha m’barek and hafiz Dhaou. 

since two years, he developped architectural and museum lighting, and he works as 
lighting designer at the futuroscope in Poitiers, and at the general electric Pavilion of 
the beijing olympics. he also participated to the music festival in essaouira gnawa, 
the festival of casablanca, fashion shows for givenchy ...
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Costumes
KenZa Ben ghacheM

Kenya ben ghachem is a tunisian designer from the world of haute couture. a gra-
duate of the faculty of social sciences in toulouse, Kenza launched her professional 
career by integrating one of the most prestigious Parisian haute couture houses, 
azzeddine alaïa. there, contact with the iconoclastic couturier, Kenza specifies her 
knowledge by developing a keen sense in the exercise of the association of materials, 
expertise that will be the red thread of his journey. this experience is also the oppor-
tunity to meet the biggest icons of fashion (mannequins, photographers, stylists) ...

Definitely formed by 5 years of excellence, Kenza chooses to develop its own projects 
in tunis. the first takes the form of a blog, the bcbg «blog chic of a bobo gour-
mande» and then becomes a therapy to fill the rarity of the elements of high fashion 
that constituted the professional universe of Kenza in Paris and which are wanting in 
tunis. but very soon, the idea of   a more concrete project arrives, more in tune with 
her creative bulimia : my little bagatelle.

It is now in this collaborative adventure that she flourishes. the shop-shop that now 
occupies its professional daily life is born from its desire to offer the visitors curiosity 
its own creations. objects, furniture and small collections could not have seen the 
light without the know-how of her mother-in-law / partner whom she chose to accom-
pany her in her approach.

she now has her own incubator which offers her the opportunity to associate with her 
inspirations, the talent of subtly selected artisans. this allowed him, among other 
things, to launch in association a collection of flax clothes which had a significant 
success.
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august - october 2016  
Research

24 - 28 october 2016
Casting of Tunisian dancers at Mad’Art Carthage - Tunis

26 - 30 December 2016
Residency at Mad’Art Carthage - Tunis 
2 - 6 January 2017
Residency at Mad’Art Carthage - Tunis

9 - 23 February 2017
Residency at Mad’Art Carthage - Tunis

26 - 30 april 2017 
Residency at Mad’Art Carthage - Tunis, sound design 
2 - 6 May 2017 
Residency at Mad’Art Carthage - Tunis, sound design

6 -17 June 2017
Residency at Ballet du Nord / CCN de Roubaix - Nord pas de Calais

12 -22June 2017
Residency at TANDEM Scène Nationale - Douai / Arras, light design and scenography  
23 june 2017 
Avant Première : Hippodrome of Douai (FR) - TANDEM Scène Nationale

4 - 8 July 2017
Residency at Mad’Art Carthage - Tunis

For this creation, several trips and  working steps in Tunisia are required, so that the 
performance is true to the artistic obsessions of Radhouane and it becomes a story of 
real and unwavering bodies. This schedule may be subject to changes.

01
02
03

04
05

06
07

creation 
scheDuLe

08

21, 22, 24, 25 July 2017 
Festival d’Avignon - Cloître des Carmes
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